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Relation of manganese superoxide dismutase gene
polymorphism with tardive dyskinesias symptoms
in the Polish population
Piotr Gałecki, Janusz Szemraj
Summary
Aim. Free radical hypothesis of TD subscribes their existence to cholinergic neurone damage in an extrapyramid system by reactive oxygen species (ROS). MnSOD contributes greatly to protection against ROS.
Methods. Schizophrenic’ psychic state was evaluated with PANSS; TD increase symptoms with AIMS.
Results. Statistical gravity in allele incidence frequency and a genotype distribution was noticed between
a TD and CG; also in a genotype distribution between CG and a SG. CG and TD symptoms were differentiated by allele layout, too. Relative risk for schizophrenia and TD development is dependent on a genotype in a gene for MnSOD.
Conclusions. A statistically substantial correlation was noted between schizophrenia incidence and a Val–
9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD. Schizophrenics with Val–9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD are of
nearly ten times higher risk for TD development. Risk for schizophrenia development for those having Val–
9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD is over three times higher.
gene polymorphism / manganese superoxide dismutase / schizophrenia / tardive dyskinesia

Introduction
Tardive dyskinesias (TD) are serious side effects
appearing in the course of many years’ neuroleptics treatment. TD occurs in 20% patients,
on average, who are chronically treated by neuroleptics, though there exists a wide, from 2%
to 50%, difference in occurrence dependent on
the ethnic groups [1, 2]. There are several hypotheses explaining the TD pathogenesis. Many
of them are concentrated on neurotransmitters
systems and oxidation stress role in extra-pyramid symptoms development [3, 4]. Free radi-
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cal hypothesis of tardive dyskinesia was established due to spontaneous dyskinesias (SD) occurrence observed in elder patients, not treated
by neuroleptics, and not suffering from schizophrenia [5]. The hypothesis assumes that TD develops as a result of cholinergic neuron damage
in the extra-pyramidal system by reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [6]. They come into existence as
a consequence of the intensity of catecholamine
auto-oxidation process due to dopaminergic receptors’ blockade by neuroleptics [7]. ROS, as
mediators of a central nervous system (CNS)
damage, play a key role in schizophrenia pathogenesis. It has been demonstrated many times
that products’ concentration of oxidation tissue
damage is higher in schizophrenic patients than
in healthy people [8, 9, 10]. Moreover, antioxidation enzymes in schizophrenic patients are lower
than in healthy people [11, 12]. Free radical brain
damage correlates to the neurodevelopmental
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paradigm of schizophrenic psychosis origin as
defined by Weinberger [13].
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) plays a key role
among antioxidant enzymes protecting the brain
against ROS. There are three SOD isoenzymes in
man: cytosole with copper and zinc in an active
centre (CuZn-SOD), mitochondrial with manganese in the enzyme particle centre (MnSOD)
and extra-cell SOD (ECSOD) also having copper and zinc [14, 15]. SOD is an enzyme catalyzing dismutation superoxide anion (O2-.) to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Breathing processes in mitochondria are ROS sources in physiological conditions. Even in functionally fit mitochondria, 2%
to 5% of oxygen is subject to incomplete reduction with free radical production as final products. Manganese superoxide dismutase occurring in the mitochondrial matrix is responsible
for cell protection against such developed ROS
[14]. Human MnSOD is not coded by mitochondrial DNA. A gene for MnSOD is found on the
long arm of chromosome 6 (6q25), in the place
which was presented by Moldin and Gottesman
as a region candidate for schizophrenia development [16, 17].
Nowadays, only 4 functional polymorphism
locations for MnSOD are known. They are Ala–
9Val (GCT/GTT) in exon 2 for MTS (mitochondrial targeting sequence) – responsible for precursor protein structure, Ile–58Thr in exon 3 –
responsible for protein stability and Ile–58Thr
(GGA/GGG) in exon 5 and Ser–3Arg (AGC/AGA)
in exon 2. Functional role of the two last polymorphisms is not known [18, 19, 20].
MnSOD, as in the case of majority of mitochondrial proteins, is relocated to mitochondria
after translation as a protein containing N-final
signal sequence of 24 – aminoacids length “suspended” in cytosole, and then removed during
molecule transport to mitochondria. Shimoda –
Matsubayashi discovered a mutation (substitution T for C) in a signal sequence changing an
aminoacid in a codon 9 of this sequence from valine (GTT) to alanine (GCT). This substitution induces conformation change in MTS from structure b – sheet into a – helix [18]. As a – helix
structure is necessary for effective mitochondrial
transport, precursor protein with –9Ala protein
signal type can be more easily transported to mitochondria than its precursor with –9Val signal
type [21]. Due to this, the difference in protein

sequence signal can take the form of quantity expression MnSOD in mitochondria [22].
Van Landeghen and coop. studied Ala–9Val
polymorphism in MTS for MnSOD gene in various ethnic groups and they demonstrated a significant polymorphism difference between three
nationality groups under study in Europe [23].
Frequency of Ala allele in Asian population is significantly statistically lower than in the studied
European populations [2].
There are single studies showing, either a relation or negation, between Ala–9Val polymorphism in a signal sequence of MnSOD gene and
schizophrenia [24, 25, 26].
In the context of facts presented and an undoubtful stratification effect in association researches, an interesting question seems to appear – whether Ala–9Val polymorphism in MnSOD gene in the Polish population is correlated
with schizophrenia and tardive dyskinesia occurrence. Following the research, some questions
have been formulated:
– Is there a genetic correlation between (Ala–
9Val) polymorphism in MnSOD human
gene and schizophrenia?
– Is there a statistically significant difference
in (Ala–9Val) polymorphism in MnSOD human gene in tardive dyskinesia patients and
persons without dyskinesias?
– Does (Ala–9Val) polymorphism in MnSOD
human gene affect inception rate risk for
schizophrenia and tardive dyskinesias occurrence?
Material and methods
122 paranoid schizophrenia patients treated in the
Adult Psychiatry Department of the Medical University of Łódź were invited to the study. Diagnosis was made according to criteria of the ICD–10
Classification of Mental and Behavioral Disorders,
independently by two psychiatrists [27]. Tardive
dyskinesia symptoms were found in 57 persons.
Patients’ clinical evaluation was performed with
PANSS, while TD intensity was evaluated with
AIMS [28, 29]. Considering significant fluctuations
in tardive dyskinesias intensity, evaluation of extra pyramidal symptoms was made three times
in weekly intervals. Arithmetic mean of the performed studies constituted the final evaluation.
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Clinical and sociodemographic features of groups
under study were shown in Tab.1. None of the
persons taking part in the study were mentally
disabled, or suffered from epilepsy, had a past history concerning psychoactive substances abuse or
serious somatic illness such as diabetes, cardiac
ischemia, hypertension. The control group consisted of healthy people over 45 years old with
a negative family history concerning mental diseases. All, healthy and ill people, were smokers.
This was because not enough non-smokers with
tardive dyskinesia symptoms, who fulfilled the
inclusion criteria, were found. Thus, a comparative group was selected among healthy people
addicted to nicotine.
Relative risk (RR) was counted according to
Svejgaard and coop. [30].
DNA was isolated from full blood with the
phenol method [31]. Isolated DNA was used
for amplification of MTS sequence of MnSOD
human gene by applying starters: 5’CAGCAGATCGGCGGCATCAG3’ and 5’CATCATCTGCGCCTTGATGT3’. The amplification product
of 172bp length was etched with Bsa WI restriction enzyme and separated on 6% polyacryloamid gel. If Val–9Val was in a sample the result
obtained was 87bp and 85bp. If there was heterozygote – the result was 172bp, 87bp, and 85bp
and with homozygote Ala–9Val there was a picture of 172bp.
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Statistical calculations were made on an IBM
PC computer with the appliance of an automated statistics analysis package Statistica 5,1
PL (SN: SP818052912G5). Statistic gravity was
marked for p<0.05. The study was given permission by Bioethics Commission of the Medical
University, Łódź, decision No. RNN/17/04/KB.
Results
Allele frequency and genotype distribution in
the studied (Ala–9Val) gene polymorphism for
MnSOD in schizophrenic patients and in the
control group was demonstrated in Tab.2.
Table 3. presents genotype distribution and
alleles’ frequency between the control group
and patients with or without tardive dyskinesia
symptoms.
The control group (CG) and patients (P) under
study remain in disagreement with the balance
state of Hardy and Weinberg (CG c2=7.3, df=1,
p=0,001; P c2=4.64, df=1, p=0.01).
Relative risk (RR) of schizophrenia development in persons having Val–9Val genotype in
the studied polymorphism for MnSOD is over
three times (RR–3.29) higher than in those lacking this genotype.
Schizophrenic patients with the Val–9Val genotype in place of functional polymorphism for

Table 1. Clinical and demographic features of schizophrenic patients with or without tardive dyskinesia and a control group
The group under study

Tardive dyskinesia symptom
patients N=57

Patients without tardive
dyskinesia symptoms N=65

Control group
N=71

Sex (F/M)

21/36

26/39

32/39

Age (years)

56.3±10.6

54.9±9.4

50,1±7,1

Age of onset

22.9±7.3

23.4±6.7

X

Disease length (years)

29.7±11.4

30.1±10.5

X

Age of neuroleptics first dosage
(years)

23.7±5.4

24.6±5.2

X

Actual neuroleptics dosage
(chlorpromasine equivalent)

321.3±171.1

325.5±150.2

X

Family history of mental disease
(yes/no)

22/35

20/45

0/74

Results of AIMS

5.9±3.1

X

X

Results of PANSS: P/N/G

24.5±4.9/22.2±4.7/40.9±11.9

25.0±7.5/19.0±6.2/42.1±13.1 X
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Table 2. Genotypes and allele frequencies of the Ala–9Val polymorphism in schizophrenics and control group
Allele frequency*
- 9Val
Control group (N=71)
Schizophrenics (N=122)

- 9Ala

Genotype division**
Ala/Ala

Ala/Val

Val/Val

n, (%)

n, (%)

n, (%)

47.89%

52.11%

25. (35.21%)

24. (33.8%)

22. (30.99%)

73.77%

26.23%

13. (10.65%)

38. (31.15%)

71. (58.20%)

* c =13.09; df=1; p<0.001; ** c =20.74; df=2; p<0.001
2

2

Table 3. Genotypes and allele frequencies of the Ala–9Val polymorphism in patients with and without tardive dyskinesia
Allele frequency c, d

Genotype division a, b

- 9Val

Ala/Ala

Ala/Val

Val/Val

n, (%)

n, (%)

n, (%)

- 9Ala

Control group (N=71)

47.89%

52.11%

25. (35.21%)

24. (33.8%)

22. (30.99%)

TD patients (N=57)

89.47%

10.53%

1. (1.76%)

10. (17.54%)

46. (80.70%)

60%

40%

12. (18.46%)

28. (43.08%)

25. (38.46%)

Patients without TD (N=65)

a – control versus TD: c =35.28; df=2; p<0.001; b – control versus without TD: c =4.81; df=2; p=0.09; c – control versus TD: c2=24.51; df=1; p<0.001; d – control versus without TD: c2=2.00; df=1; p=0.157
2

2

manganese dismutase gene have nearly a ten
times’ increased risk of tardive dyskinesia occurrence (RR–9.8).
While evaluating the correlation between
a genotype, alleles frequency (Ala–9Val) polymorphism and sociodemographic and clinical
data of schizophrenic patients, no statistically essential correlation were observed – though close
to gravity correlation between Val–9Val genotype and disease negative symptoms (p–0.075)
took place.
Discussion
In the 80-ties of the 20th century, it was noticed
that many mental diseases were accompanied by
subtle anatomical changes of encephalon structure which were connected with disordered development of central nervous system (the neurodevelopmental hypothesis) [13]. Acceptance of
the research perspective of neurodevelopmental
paradigm of schizophrenia turned attention to the
participation of apoptosis in schizophrenia pathogenesis and to oxidation stress role as a potential

source of encephalon damage [32, 33]. The aim
of our research work was to study genetic association polymorphism of antioxidant enzyme with
schizophrenia, as the decrease of enzyme antioxidant activity in schizophrenic patients had been
demonstrated many times [11, 34, 35, 36].
The results of our study showed significant
correlation between gene polymorphism for MnSOD and schizophrenia. Ala–9Ala genotype occurs more often in healthy people than in schizophrenic patients – which can be explained by its
protective function. It was also proved that Val–
9Val genotype is a risk factor for schizophrenia.
Having this genotype increases the incidence
risk by three times. Earlier studies performed
on Asian population did not demonstrate any
association between (Ala–9Val) polymorphism
in MTS gene for MnSOD and schizophrenia [24,
25]. Akyol and coop., when working on gene
polymorphism for MnSOD in the Turkish population, showed, however, a positive correlation
between Ala0-Val genotype and schizophrenia
[26]. They suggest, similarly to us, that Ala–9Ala
genotype may protect against schizophrenia incidence. It seems that the study on Turkish pop-
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ulation mentioned above, has certain limitations.
The control group was selected among people of
17 to 73 years of age, and without applying positive family history as an inclusion factor. It is difficult, then, to exclude later diseases in this group
as only after 45 years of age there occurs clearly
less risk factor for schizophrenia incidence.
Basal nuclei are particularly threatened by oxidative damage due to intensive oxygen metabolism, high dopamine concentration and significant iron content as well as a low antioxidative
enzyme activity [4]. Application of neuroleptics increases dopamine concentration in corpus striatum and indirectly increases the oxidative process [37]. It was also demonstrated that
neuroleptics hinder activity of I respiratory chain
complex by increasing ROS production via mitochondria. Inhibition I complex exposes the
CNS to chronic oxidative stress [38]. Commonly
known toxin evoking extrapyramidal symptoms
1-methyl–4-phenyl–1,2,3,6-tetrahydropiridine
(MPTP) is just the mitochondrial I complex inhibitor [39]. It is believed that inhibition of I complex, not dopamine receptors blockade, causes
post-medicine extrapyramidal symptoms [40].
Additionally, bivalent iron reacting with ROS
(Fenton’s reaction), catalyses the development
of a particularly toxic hydroxyl radical which initiates lipid peroxidation [41].
It is thus an understandable fact that MnSOD,
an enzyme protecting mitochondria against ROS
and sweeping O2.- , arouses significant interest
from the researchers dealing with extrapyramidal symptoms in schizophrenia.
Hori and coop. demonstrated positive correlation of allele –9Val with tardive dyskinesia occurrence in schizophrenic patients, on the contrary to Zhang and coop. who did not observe essential differences in Ala–9Val polymorphism in
the Chinese population of persons with tardive
dyskinesia symptoms [24, 25]. The recent study,
however, appears difficult to interpret as it concerned only males, but, as several studies already
showed, females can constitute a risk factor for
TD [42, 43]. Akyol and coop. noticed a statistically essential correlation between Ala/Val genotype
and schizophrenic patients and between, mentioned above, genotype and dyskinesias presence in the Turkish population [26].
Our results demonstrate a strong correlation
between functional polymorphism both in allele
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distribution and genotypes of MnSOD gene under evaluation. Akyol and coop. think that allele –9Val can be both a risk factor of schizophrenia and tardive dyskinesia occurrence. These observations agree with our results. In the Turkish population Ala–9Val genotype was correlated
with TD symptoms. However, gravity between
people with and without extrapyramidal symptoms was not demonstrated. Our studies showed
a statistically significant difference between persons with and without TD symptoms in schizophrenia course.
Functional Ala–9Val polymorphism in the gene
for MnSOD is responsible for an effective enzymatic protein transport to the mitochondrium
where it fulfils its physiological role. MnSOD dismutases superoxide anion (O2.-) resulting from
a “leakage” of respiratory chain in the mitochondria. Due to this fact, people with Val–9Val genotype for MnSOD gene can demonstrate less expression of manganese superoxide dismutase
in a mitochondrium. It results in the increased
production of ROS by mitochondria. Oxidative damaged mitochondria by releasing C cytochrome and other protein factors induce apoptosis in the CNS and cause motor neuron damage [44, 45].
Apoptosis induced by O2.- excess in the mitochondria leads, during brain development, to
discreet anatomical changes. These, during central nervous system maturing, modulate neurodevelopmental changes. The very same processes, during organism ageing, lead to cognitive
functions deficiency, extrapyramidal symptoms
occurrence, and finally, to progress of the illness.
Paradoxically, first generation neuroleptics, inhibiting I complex mitochondria and intensifying oxidative metabolism of catecholamines, will
speed these changes. The fact of tardive dyskinesia development and increase of cognitive
functions deficiencies by first generation neuroleptics is commonly known by clinicians.
Summing up, it is necessary to state that in the
Polish population there exists a statistically significant correlation between schizophrenia incidence and Val–9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD. Besides, schizophrenic patients having
Val–9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD have
a ten times’ higher risk for tardive dyskinesia occurrence than persons not having this genotype
and schizophrenia development risk in those
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having the Val–9Val genotype in a gene for MnSOD is over three times higher than in persons
not having this genotype.
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